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The accuracy of modern state-of-practice computational fluid dynamics approaches in 
predicting the cooling effectiveness of a perforated plate film-cooling arrangement is 
evaluated in ANSYS Fluent. A numerical investigation is performed using the Reynolds 
Averaged Navier Stokes equations and compared to NASA Glenn’s available Turbulent 
Heat Flux 4 experimental measurements collected as a part of the Transformational Tools 
and Technologies Project. A multiphysics approach to model heat conduction through the 
solid geometry is shown to offer significant improvements in wall temperature and film 
effectiveness prediction accuracy over the standard adiabatic wall approach. 
Additionally, localized gradient-based grid adaption is analyzed using the multiphysics 
modelling to determine the effectiveness of grid adaption in improving flow prediction 
accuracy. Finally, a Delayed-Detached Eddy Simulation using conjugate heat transfer is 
performed to demonstrate the improved velocity and temperature prediction accuracy 
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1. Introduction 
Film cooling has long been an area of interest in both academia research and the 
aerospace industry, particularly in gas turbine applications. These gas turbines, in both 
aircraft and electric power generation, operate at temperatures beyond the limits of even 
the most thermally capable materials of the 21st century. The largest propulsion 
applications for film cooling include turbine blade cooling, combustor liner cooling, and 
exhaust nozzle cooling to provide both thermal protection and reduce IR temperature 
signatures, like that of the B-2 Spirit stealth bomber (see Figure 1.1).  
 
Figure 1.1  Northrop Grumman B-2 Spirit stealth bomber (How It Works, 2011). 
In order to protect these components in the hot section of gas turbine engines from 
the harsh conditions in which they operate, progressively more complex and efficient 
film cooling arrangements have been developed throughout the past 6 decades. In 
academia and industry, many studies both have been and are currently being researched 
to improve the current design of film cooling methods (i.e. cooling hole shape, size, 
inclination angle, etc.) and the analysis techniques in predicting cooling effectiveness, 
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such as CFD. To fully understand the benefit and application of CFD in predicting film 
cooling flows, it is first necessary to fully understand why film cooling is necessary and 
its implications in modern gas turbines. 
1.1. Thermal Efficiency of the Brayton Cycle 
Gas turbines have become an extremely popular propulsion option in both 
commercial aircraft and land-based power generation due to their high power-to-weight 
ratios and relatively high efficiency compared to other propulsive means. For a gas 
turbine in aircraft applications, only enough energy is extracted from the momentum of 
the flow using the turbine to power the compressor(s) and fan to reach a desirable 
pressure ratio.  
The remainder of the momentum is preserved in the flow to provide thrust for flight. 
For a land-based gas turbine being used for power generation, the turbine extracts 
significantly more power to not only power the compressor, but to also spin additional 
shafts for external power generation. Despite this primary operation difference between 
the two applications all gas turbines operate off the same basic thermodynamic cycle 
known as the Brayton Cycle. However, for the purposes of this paper, gas turbines for 
use in aircraft applications are the primary focus, thus components common within aero-
engines will be included in the Brayton Cycle. A simplified schematic of a single-spool 
turbojet that operates off this cycle is shown below in Figure 1.2.  
3  
 
Figure 1.2  Component schematic of single-spool gas turbine engine 
For the ideal Brayton Cycle, the inlet, compressor, turbine, and nozzle operate in 
such a way that there are no irreversible effects (i.e. pressure losses) and no heat addition 
(or removal). The Mollier Diagram depicting the Brayton Cycle with these isentropic 
compressions (0-2) and expansions (3-5) for the gas turbine schematic as shown above, 
can be seen in Figure 1.3. From this diagram, it can be seen the power extracted from the 
turbine (3-4) is equivalent to the power used to compress the air in the compressor (1-2). 
The excess thermal energy is then converted to kinetic energy (and thus momentum) in 
the nozzle (4-5) to provide thrust as the air is isentropically expanded to atmospheric 
conditions. From this idealized cycle, it can also be seen that the combustion process (2-
3) is along a constant pressure line. This idealized Brayton Cycle allows us to derive 
important thermodynamic relationships that highlight key trends in gas turbine 
performance without the increased complexity from incorporating realistic losses 




Figure 1.3  Mollier Diagram depicting the enthalpy and entropy changes throughout the 
Brayton Cycle. 
 
From the thermodynamic analysis of this idealized Brayton Cycle, it can be 
shown that for isentropic processes and a calorically perfect gas, the thermal efficiency 
can be written as a function of temperature ratios across both the compression and 
expansion components in Equation 1.1 (Moran, Shapiro, Boettner, & Bailey, 2010), 
below. This equation indicates that gas turbines capable of achieving higher turbine entry 
temperatures (TET), T3, and similar nozzle exit temperatures, T5, can improve the 
thermal efficiency of the Brayton Cycle. Using the first law of thermodynamics for an 
isentropic process and knowing that the pressure ratios, p2/p0 and p3/p5, are equivalent for 
this ideal Brayton Cycle, this equation can also be used to express thermal efficiency as a 
ratio of the ambient inlet temperature to compressor outlet temperature. 
𝜂!" = 1 −
#!
#"
= 1 − ##
#$
     (1.1)  
In addition to what is shown above, increasing the TET is not the only way to 
increase the thermal efficiency of a gas turbine; increasing the pressure ratio across the 
compression components (inlet and compressor) can also yield higher efficiency. By  
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re-writing Equation 1.1 to express thermal efficiency as a function of pressure ratio 
across the compression components, as seen in Equation 1.2, the importance of pressure 
ratio on increasing the thermal efficiency of a gas turbine can be seen. This equation also 
demonstrates how the nozzle outlet-TET ratio and pressure ratio are directly connected 
for an idealized gas turbine. As the pressure ratio increases for a gas turbine increases, so 
too must the TET and vice-a-versa. Unfortunately, maximizing efficiency is not as simple 
as infinitely increasing temperature and pressure ratios; this relationship becomes more 
complicated with the more intricate engine architecture and non-ideal flow dynamics of 
real-world gas turbines. 
𝜂!" = 1 −
##
#$
= 1 − $
%%$%#
&
('()) '⁄    (1.2) 
By incorporating these basic performance trends from the fundamentals of 
thermodynamics with non-ideal effects, the complex relationship between TET, pressure 
ratio and thermal efficiency can be analyzed through full-cycle analysis. Horlock et al. 
(2001) showed through the use of complex cycle performance prediction algorithms, that 
thermal efficiency can still be improved in a realistic gas turbine by increasing the 
combustion temperature or TET. Figure 1.4 shows the effect of increasing TET on 
thermal efficiency for a variety of pressure ratios in a generic gas turbine with non-ideal 
effects.  
For the engine studied, it was found that for each combustion temperature, peak 
thermal efficiency was achieved for a pressure ratio of approximately 35. It was also 
shown that beyond a combustion temperature of approximately 2000 K, that thermal 
efficiency began to decrease due to a variety of reasons such as increased stagnation 
pressure losses and large cooling requirements. Despite the inclusion of many real-world 
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factors such as cooling and component losses in this algorithm, it still reinforces the basic 
thermodynamic principles that summarize the effect of TET on thermal efficiency. 
 
Figure 1.4  Effect of combustion temperature [in Kelvin] on thermal efficiency as a 
function of pressure ratio in a gas turbine (Horlock et al., 2001). 
 
1.1.1. Overall Efficiency of a Gas Turbine 
With an understanding of how thermal efficiency can be optimized using 
certain design parameters, it is important to understand how an increase in thermal 
efficiency effects the overall performance and efficiency of a gas turbine. In the theory 
for gas turbine design (Farokhi, 2014), the overall efficiency is defined as the product 
of both the propulsive and thermodynamic efficiency. The propulsive efficiency can 
generally be defined as the percentage of kinetic energy converted into thrust power, 
whereas the thermal efficiency is the percentage of thermal energy converted into 
kinetic energy. Together, the product of these two efficiencies represents the overall 
efficiency which can be defined as the percentage of the fuel’s chemical energy that is 
converted into thrust power.  
Therefore, by definition, an increase in thermal efficiency (and overall efficiency) 
translates into a gas turbine that can generate an equal amount of thrust while 
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simultaneously burning less fuel. This decreased thrust specific fuel consumption both 
increases the range of an aircraft and minimizes the environmental impact caused by 
aviation. This improvement in fuel efficiency, even if only by a few percent or fraction of 
a percent, can translate into millions of dollars saved by an airline per year in fuel costs 
when considering fleets of hundreds of aircraft in near continuous operation. Thus, it is 
extremely desirable to maximize the efficiency of gas turbines as much as possible, 
especially in the aerospace industry, through design means such as an increased TET. 
1.2. Motivation for Film Cooling 
Unfortunately for gas turbine designers, there is often no free lunch, meaning that 
increasing the efficiency of an engine is not as simple as just increasing the TET. Careful 
consideration must also be taken in order to avoid the melting or premature fatigue 
fractures of hot section components that could result from exceeding their materials’ 
maximum thermal capabilities. Even though many modern turbine blades, combustion 
liners, and nozzle surfaces are made from advanced metals such as nickel-based super 
alloys or more recently ceramic composites, the operational material temperature is still 
much lower than the desirable TETs for peak thermal efficiency. Figure 1.5 shows the 
operating temperature limits of some common modern turbine construction materials and 
next generation materials.  
In efforts to expand temperature limitations of hot section materials, gas turbine 
OEMs have turned to certain protective measures that utilize important heat transfer 
principles to minimize the material temperature of the turbine blades, combustion liners, 
and nozzle surfaces. These preventative methods include the use of thermal barrier 
coatings (TBCs), film cooling, internal convection cooling, impingement cooling, and 
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transpiration cooling as seen in Figure 1.6, below. In many modern turbine designs, 
multiple of these methods will be employed at once to maximize the cooling 
effectiveness of these mostly-metal components. Through the use of these various 
cooling configurations, like film cooling, an increase in TET of 700°C or more can be 
accommodated. Figure 1.7 shows the increase in operational TET for a variety of cooling 
techniques throughout decades of improvement in gas turbine design. 
 




Figure 1.6  Different cooling techniques used in turbine blade cooling (Boyce, 2012). 
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Figure 1.7  Improvement of TET through decades of gas turbine design (Boyce, 2012). 
Of the cooling techniques illustrated in Figure 1.6, above, two of the more 
common cooling techniques of interest for heat transfer research in gas turbines are film 
cooling and internal convection cooling. Film cooling is used to blow a cooler layer of air 
(typically bled from the compressor) over the surface of a turbine blade, for example, to 
shield the metal from the hot gases. There are typically multiple holes arranged along the 
chord-length of each blade and at various spanwise locations. These holes are located in 
strategic streamwise locations to replace the air in the gradually heating film layer with 
more cool air to prevent the film layer from reaching excessive temperatures.  
Furthermore, internal convection cooling uses similar cool bleed air from the 
compressors to cool the turbine blades from the inside-outwards. Often ridges, or fins, are 
used to promote heat transfer rates from the hot inner surface of the blade to this cooler 
air until it is excreted on the outside of turbine blade in film cooling or to another part of 
the engine.  These two cooling techniques as applied to an actual turbine blade are shown 




Figure 1.8  Advancement of film cooling and internal convection cooling configurations 
of turbine blades through recent decades (Rolls-Royce, 2005). 
 
1.3. Relevance of CFD in Film Cooling Design 
In order to develop increasingly complex and efficient film cooling arrangements, 
both experimental tests and computational investigations (CFD) need to be undertaken to 
prove the effectiveness of these techniques and better understand the flow physics. 
However, both experimental and computational analyses have their own unique 
advantages and disadvantages. Experiments are often more reliable/accurate (when tested 
at proper flow conditions and Reynolds Numbers) than CFD, but are often monetarily 
more expensive and require many other tangible resources such as wind tunnels, 
expensive recording equipment, etc. These experiments are often limited to flow 
conditions well below the realistic temperatures and velocities in an actual gas turbine 
engine due to both wind tunnel capabilities and measurement equipment survivability. 
CFD, on the other hand, is removed from the harsh environment of a gas turbine, 
allowing for any flow condition to be tested, no matter how hot or fast the flow, but must 
first be validated by experiments to be considered accurate and reliable. CFD is also 
limited in the complexity of configurations it can analyze as increased complexity is 
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often associated with additional computational expense. While CFD removes much of the 
tangible cost compared to experimentation, it faces its own challenges with 
computational cost. RANS minimizes the computational expense of CFD, allowing for 
more complex configurations to be run in a reasonable amount of time, but often 
sacrifices accuracy without a proven model for things like turbulence, flow properties, 
and heat flux. LES vastly improves the accuracy of simulations, especially heat transfer 
simulations as shown by Borghi (2018), but is extremely expensive compared to RANS 
simulations and thus often reduced to more simple configurations such a single film 
cooling holes. 
Considering the benefits and downfalls of experimentation and CFD, it can be 
seen that the best way forward, at least in the near term, is to use both methods together. 
Through experimentation at flow conditions as close to realistic conditions and 
configurations as possible, many CFD methods can be validated (and improved) allowing 
for long-term reduction in testing costs and increases in accuracy. This is precisely the 
motivation behind NASA Glenn’s turbulent heat flux (THX) experimental campaign to 
provide a baseline for RANS, hybrid RANS-LES, and purely scale resolving LES 
techniques and models to be compared to and improved. The fourth part of this 
experimental campaign (THX 4) serves as the basis for validation of the CFD 
investigation undergone in this research. 
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2. Review of the Relevant Literature 
Before examining the methodology used in this research, it is important to 
first review the literature of previous film cooling research, both experimental and 
numerical. In addition to reviewing these two broad categories of research, a review 
will also be made of more specific analysis techniques, particularly for CFD. The 
additional techniques of interest for this research include the influence of the chosen 
RANS turbulence model, the multiphysics modeling technique known as conjugate 
heat transfer (CHT), grid adaption, and hybrid RANS-LES simulations. The influence 
of these techniques on improving predictions of turbulent heat transfer quantities and 
other flow quantities will be evaluated in the literature. 
2.1. Film Cooling Analysis 
As previously mentioned, proper CFD analysis of film cooling flows are often 
validated using existing experimental data. Therefore, it is important to understand some 
of the key relevant experimental studies that have revealed fundamental film cooling flow 
features before looking at attempts to model them using CFD. Some of these 
experimental studies and the discovered flow features are discussed below. 
2.1.1. Experimental Film Cooling 
In the literature for experimental film cooling, the effect of changing multiple 
design variables on cooling effectiveness is often analyzed. It has been long known from 
experiments like those performed by Goldstein et al. (1970), that discrete cylindrical 
cooling holes are far less efficient than cooling slots due to an over penetration of the jet 
into the crossflow. Thus, it has become increasingly important that cooling efficiency be 
maximized by altering design variables such as cooling hole shape, size, inclination 
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angle, density ratio and blowing ratio (BR). Each of these variables have distinct effects 
on the cooling performance parameters such as jetstream penetration, lateral and vertical 
spreading, and jet separation. Additionally, for multi-hole arrays, the number of 
streamwise rows of cooling injectors, lateral hole spacing, and hole staggering are also 
commonly analyzed. 
From the variables mentioned above, blowing ratio (also commonly referred to as 
mass flux ratio, ρinjUinj/ρjUj) has been demonstrated to be critical for maximizing film 
cooling effectiveness, especially in 2-dimensional flows. However, for 3-dimensional 
flows, Abramovich (1963) suggested that momentum flux ratio (ρinjUinj2/ρjUj2), not mass 
flux ratio, was the driving correlation in predicting separation behavior. Later, Goldstein 
et al. (1974) emphasized, with the support of discoveries from subsequent experimental 
studies, that momentum flux ratio and mass flux ratio are both critical in accurately 
correlating jet separation behavior for 3-dimensional flows when the two flow densities 
are relatively similar. Thus, it has been shown through more studies in the past few 
decades, both experimental and numerical, that by altering the cooling exit hole exit 
shape (typically making the cooling passage diffusive), that the flux ratios can be altered 
in a favorable manor to minimize separation and maximize cooling effectiveness. 
 Additionally, it has been shown through experiments that cooling holes inclined 
and lower angles (~20° ≤ α < 90°) exhibit less penetration into the flow and less lateral 
spreading than perpendicular injectors (90°). For single injectors inclined at 30° in 
particular, it has been consistently shown by both Bergeles et al. (1977) and Baldauf et al. 
(2001), that maximum film spreading and cooling effectiveness occur at BRs near 0.5. 
They also found that beyond this BR, jet separation tends to occur, resulting in over 
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penetration to the mainstream flow, decreased spreading, and thus decreased cooling 
effectiveness. Despite this discovered correlation for minimizing separation and 
maximizing spreading, realistic film cooling designs must utilize multiple film cooling 
holes to blanket an entire surface with a cooling film layer rather than a single injector. 
Thus, in modern film cooling designs, multiple cooling holes are typically spread 
laterally across a surface to achieve a sufficient film coverage. Additionally, multiple 
rows of film cooling holes are often placed in the streamwise direction to replace the 
existing heating film layer with a newer cooling fluid. These multiple rows of laterally 
spaced holes are referred to as “arrays” throughout the remainder of this research. Mayle 
and Camarata (1975) found that the overall film effectiveness in these staggered arrays 
are a strong function of individual jet performance as the jet interaction between multiple 
injectors creates high non-uniformity in the film layer.  
Additionally, it has been shown by Natsui et al. (2017) that an increase in spacing 
between cooling holes in a given row decrease both the jet interaction as well as the 
laterally averaged film effectiveness between succeeding rows. This demonstrates the 
further added complexity created from multiple-holed arrays compared to the already 
complex flow-field of a single film cooling hole. It also highlights the requirement for 
more advanced measurement techniques that provide a higher fidelity of data to be 
developed and/or applied in order to ensure efficient cooling designs and to better 
validate numerical predictions. Luckily, in the past few years, increasingly more complex 
and higher fidelity experimental campaigns have been undertaken by NASA as a part of 
the Turbulent Heat Flux experiments. 
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2.1.1.1. THX 4 Experimental Overview 
In efforts to measure flow quantities in higher fidelity and in more realistic gas 
turbine environments, improved experimental data collection techniques have been 
developed and implemented over the past few decades. Some of these techniques include 
PIV, Rotational-Resolved Raman Spectroscopy, infrared temperature measurements, 
TSP, and PSP, to name a few. These relatively non-intrusive techniques both remove the 
error caused by instrumentation in the flow field and increase the long-term survivability 
of the measurement equipment because it is often removed from the harsh flow 
environments common in film cooling research. This increased survivability allows for 
more realistic gas turbine flow conditions to be experimentally replicated and recorded.  
Wernet et al. (2020) performed such an experiment at NASA Glenn where the 
performance for a flat plate with 3 arrays of 45 film cooling holes each was analyzed in 
both subsonic and transonic crossflows at temperatures up to 810 K. In this research 
effort, techniques such as 3-component Stereo PIV, Rotationally-Resolved Raman 
Spectroscopy, Background Oriented Schlieren (BOS), thermocouples, and infrared 
temperature measurements were used. With these techniques, it was possible to collect 
high-fidelity data for jetstream velocity, temperature, density, and wall temperatures. The 
data collected from these experiments serve as a foundation for CFD validation in the 
numerical research presented herein.  
During the THX 4 effort, a similar square nozzle configuration to that in THX 3 
(Wernet, Georgiadis, & Locke, 2018) was used in NASA Glenn’s AeroAcoustic 
Propulsion Laboratory (AAPL). The primary difference between THX 3 and THX 4, is 
that THX 3 focused on the gas dynamics of a single film cooling hole, whereas THX 4 
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focuses on a more complex perforated plate geometry shown in Figure 2.1, below. 
Heated vitiated air from the hydrogen combusting Small Hot Jet Acoustic Rig (SHJAR), 
is blown through the square nozzle and over the perforated plate.  
 
Figure 2.1  THX 4 experimental configuration with the square nozzle, 6.35 mm (0.25”) 
thick flat plate, 3 cooling hole arrays, top plenum, choke plate, and bottom plenum.  
 
To create a cooling film layer, cooler air is supplied to the cooling injectors by 
pressurizing ambient air from the surrounding AAPL shop into the bottom plenum, 
through the choke plate, and into the top plenum. This air is then ejected through the 
cooling hole injectors and over the flat plate at nearly the same temperature (depending 
on the set point) as the ambient shop air. A top-down view of the perforated plate 
geometry, more clearly indicating the cooling injector pattern, can be seen in Figure 2.2, 
below. For this geometry, each film cooling hole is 1mm in diameter and inclined at 30° 
with each of the 3 arrays being staggered into 4 rows with intra-hole spacings of ΔX/D = 
ΔZ/D = 5 and intra-row spacing of Z/D = 1.25. 
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Figure 2.2  Top-down view of the plate showing the cooling hole array geometry and key 
dimensions. The left side of the plate (X = 0 mm) is the outlet of the nozzle (beginning of 
the plate) and the right-most side is the end of the plate. The flow is from left to right. 
The green lines show the planes where PIV data was collected, the red circles show the 
thermocouple locations embedded within the top surface of the plate, and the blue circles 
show the locations of the thermocouples embedded on the bottom surface of the plate. 
Raman data was collected at the intersections of the solid green lines and the centerline 
streamwise PIV plane (Wernet et al., 2020). 
 
Using this film cooling configuration, experimental film cooling performance data 
was collected at jet crossflow Mach numbers ranging from 0.304 to 0.9, jet exit static 
temperatures of 530 K (SP23) to 810 K (SP42 and 49), and BRs ranging from 0.0 to 3.0. 
A summary of the operating conditions for all set points tested can be found in Table 2.1, 
below. It should be noted in this experiment (and this numerical research) that TR refers 
to the ratio of the jet exit static temperature to the freestream static temperature, NPR 
refers to the ratio of jet stagnation pressure to ambient pressure, and BR refers to the 
mass flux ratio of the injector to the jet, which is approximately equal to ρinjUinj/ρjUj. 
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Table 2.1   
Operating Conditions for THX 4 Tested Set Points  
SP TR NPR Mj BR Nozzle Mass Flow 
Rate [kg/s] 
Injector Mass 
Flow Rate [kg/s] 
23 1.765 1.103 0.376 0.0 0.53 0.0 
23 1.765 1.103 0.376 0.5 0.53 0.0062 
23 1.765 1.103 0.376 1.0 0.53 0.0124 
23 1.765 1.103 0.376 2.0 0.53 0.0249 
42 2.7 1.066 0.304 0.0 0.34 0.0 
42 2.7 1.066 0.304 1.0 0.34 0.0081 
42 2.7 1.066 0.304 2.0 0.34 0.0162 
42 2.7 1.066 0.304 3.0 0.34 0.0241 
49 2.7 1.692 0.900 0.0 1.02 0.0 
49 2.7 1.692 0.900 0.5 1.02 0.0121 
49 2.7 1.692 0.900 1.0 1.02 0.0240 
Note: (Wernet et al., 2020) 
 
Of the set points listed in Table 2.1, above, only SP23 and 49 will be used for 
validation in this paper, as the data from SP42 has not yet been published due to its use in 
the blind case study in the 5th AIAA Propulsion & Aerodynamic Workshop (PAW). Of 
the published data, the primary data used for validation with CFD from these two SPs 
include: streamwise PIV mean velocity and Raman mean temperature profiles along the 
centerline of the plate, IR plate temperature contours, and centerline temperature and film 
effectiveness measurements along the entire length of plate collected using both IR and 
thermocouples. Some of the key heat transfer data recorded for SP23 and 49 is discussed 
below. 
Beginning with SP23, we notice significant differences in film cooling 
performance for multi-hole film cooling, compared to single hole film cooling. Recalling 
from previous experimental work from Bergeles et al. (1977), Baldauf et al. (2001), and 
Wernet et al. (2018), the maximum cooling effectiveness achieved for single film cooling 
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holes inclined at 30° occurred at BRs of approximately 0.5. In analyzing the centerline 
wall temperature (Figure 2.3) and film effectiveness (Figure 2.4) along the length of the 
perforated plate, it can be seen that the maximum effectiveness for the perforated plate 
occurs at a considerably higher BRs closer to 1.5. It is likely that this increase in BR for 
maximum cooling effectiveness is due to the cooling jet interaction both between 
laterally and streamwise spaced injectors. Despite the increase in cooling effectiveness 
beyond a BR of 0.5, it can be seen that jet separation occurs at BRs greater than 1.0, as 
indicated by the slightly increasing wall temperature immediately after each cooling hole 
array.  
Analyzing similar centerline wall temperature (Figure 2.5) and film effectiveness 
plots (Figure 2.6) along the length of the perforated plate for SP49 (transonic crossflow 
with Tj = 810 K), we can see that wall temperature and film effectiveness continue to 
decrease and increase, respectively, beyond a BR of 0.5. Unfortunately, a maximum 
effectiveness BR for this set point could not be obtained due to the inability of the 
plenum to provide a high enough mass flow rate; however, it is still evident that a BR 
greater than 0.5 results in peak cooling effectiveness. Despite the continued increase in 
film effectiveness as blowing ratio increases, when looking at Figure 2.5 it is evident that 
jet separation exists for every BR > 0 tested.  
Relating these indicated BR effects on temperature and film effectiveness from 
both set points to real-world turbine cooling performance, it can be inferred that higher 
blowing ratios require more air to be bled from the compressors. For blowing ratios 
greater than 1.5, an excess amount of bleed air from the compressors reduces overall 
performance and efficiency of the engine, while providing minimal to no improvement in 
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cooling. This highlights the importance and benefit provided by both experimental and 
numerical testing when designing a gas turbine to operate at peak efficiency. It also 
demonstrates that there are significant differences in flow behavior and cooling 
performance when comparing single- and multiple-hole film cooling geometries. 
 
 
Figure 2.3  Line plot of centerline wall temperature for SP23 at BR = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 
2.0, and 2.3. Note, the temperatures over the cooling hole arrays have been removed due 
to IR measurement inaccuracies caused by the higher emissivity of inclined cooling holes 
(Clausing & Level III, PE ASNT Certified NDT, 2007). 
 
 
Figure 2.4  Line plot of centerline film effectiveness for SP23 at BR = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 
2.0, and 2.3. 
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Figure 2.5  Line plot of centerline wall temperature for SP 49 at BR = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 
0.75, and 1.0. 
 
 
Figure 2.6  Line plot of centerline film effectiveness for SP 49 at BR = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 
0.75, and 1.0. 
 
From the above figures, it should be noted that the definition of film effectiveness 
in the experimental effort (and this paper) differs slightly from what is commonly used in 
the film cooling literature. Typically, film effectiveness in defined in terms of adiabatic 
wall temperatures; however, for THX 4, it was found that even for the BR of 0 case, the 
temperature of the plate varied too drastically to be considered adiabatic due to the 
relatively small thickness of the plate and plenum walls. Thus, the adiabatic wall 
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reference temperature in the common film effectiveness definition was replaced with the 
wall temperature from the BR0 case for each set point to create the modified definition as 
seen in Equation 2.1. Additionally, the temperatures and effectiveness’ near the cooling 
holes are not displayed, due to non-physical IR temperature measurements caused by 
higher emissivity inside the inclined cooling holes compared to the flat plate. 
𝜂 = #,-.#'#,-
#,-.#'#/01234
     (2.1) 
2.1.2. CFD Film Cooling Simulation 
Further investing the film cooling literature, we focus our attention on published 
numerical research. When attempting to model any flow using a RANS-based CFD 
solver, the conscious decision of desired turbulence model must be made depending on 
the unique requirements of the flow, computational mesh, and solver capability. From the 
literature, it has been shown that this decision of RANS turbulence model has a 
substantial effect on the flow solution for film cooling.  
Harrison and Bogard (Harrison & Bogard, 2008) compared the effects of using 
realizable k-ε, standard k-ω, and RSM turbulence models in predicting film cooling 
performance of a 3-dimensional single film cooling hole geometry. In general, it was 
found for the variety of flow conditions tested that standard k-ω best predicted laterally-
averaged adiabatic effectiveness of the three models, but worst predicted the centerline 
effectiveness. Conversely, realizable k-ε best predicted centerline effectiveness and worst 
predicted laterally-averaged effectiveness. Additionally, it was shown that the anisotropic 
RSM did not noticeably improve lateral spreading as postulated for anisotropic models in 
the literature (Walters & Leylek, 1996). 
Furthermore, comparing two of the more common two-equation turbulence 
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models in modern practice, k-ω SST and realizable k-ε, Silieti et al. (2009) found that 
both of these models predicted centerline film effectiveness nearly identically up to 10 
hole diameters downstream of a 3-D fan-shaped cooling hole. This discover highlights 
the improved accuracy Menter’s SST model (Menter, Florian R., 1994) adds to the 
standard k-ω model in predicting centerline effectiveness. However, from the literature it 
is still generally accepted that all RANS turbulence models formulated from eddy 
viscosity assumptions tend to overpredict jet penetration while also underpredicting the 
lateral spreading (Harrison & Bogard, 2008; Hoda & Acharya, 2000).  
The combination of these over- and underpredictions result in cooling 
effectiveness’ considerably lower than those seen in experiment. Andrei et al. (2013) 
showed the promise of an anistropically-corrected k-ω SST turbulence model in better 
predicting jet penetration and lateral spreading for film cooling in a 3-dimensional 
effusion plate. However, due to the added complexity of incorporating this anisotropic 
algebraic correction into a commercial code, the effect of adding anisotropic turbulence 
effects is not further investigated herein. 
Further emphasizing some of the current deficiencies with standard RANS 
analysis, Wernet et al. (2018) performed a standard “state-of-practice”  3-D RANS 
analysis of the single, inclined cooling injector at both subsonic and transonic crossflow 
Mach numbers as a part of THX 3. In these simulations, the Wind-US code (Yoder, 
2016) was used with the Menter’s k-ω SST turbulence model. From the computations, it 
was found for all Mach numbers and temperatures tested, that RANS seemed to agree 
well in the outer shear layer but predicted reduced mixing closer to the surface of the 
plate.  
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It was also seen that as BR increased, the cooling flow seems to represent a 
separated jet more accurately in crossflow, where RANS can more accurately predicted 
boundary layer velocities and temperatures compared to the lower BRs. From the known 
behavior of the k-ω SST turbulence model, it was concluded that the reduced mixing was 
caused by the inability of the eddy viscosity model to produce realistic levels of 
turbulence. It was suggested that the use of non-standard CFD approaches such as 
variable turbulent Prandtl number (Yoder, DeBonis, & Georgiadis, 2015), explicit 
algebraic stress models, or turbulence-resolving methods such as LES could result in 
greatly improved predictions. 
Of these proposed recommendations, LES has shown great promise in being able 
to accurately predict turbulent heat flux for a heated jet in crossflow. Borghi (2018) 
demonstrated the accuracy benefits of using LES over conventional RANS analysis, 
where he showed that resolved vertical heat fluxes from LES are 3-4 times greater than 
those modeling heat flux from gradient diffusion hypothesis (GDH) in RANS. Borghi 
concluded for low BRs less than 2 (where turbulence effects play a large role in 
predicting near field heat flux) that LES is far superior to conventional RANS methods in 
accurately predicting mixing and turbulent heat flux. Despite the deficiencies of a 
standard RANS analysis in predicting single film cooling hole flows, it remains the 
standard in CFD analysis, especially for more complicated geometries, because of its 
relatively low computational cost. This reduced cost and relative ease in implementation 
provided by RANS allows for more complex geometries to be analyzed compared to 
methods such as LES, and thus remains the primary focus of this paper. 
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2.1.2.1. Conjugate Heat Transfer 
Another CFD approach growing more common in heat transfer research to better 
predict wall surface temperature and heat flux through solids is a multiphysics modeling 
technique known as conjugate heat transfer (CHT). CHT is the ability to model 
conduction through a solid and interconnect the fluid and solid boundaries in a CFD 
simulation. By connecting the fluid and solid, a crucial unknown common in fluid-only 
heat transfer simulations can be solved for, surface heat flux.  
The standard CFD approach to modelling surface heat flux is to either assume a 
surface temperature, heat transfer coefficient (or heat flux) according to experimental 
data or some other method, or to avoid surface heat flux entirely by assuming an 
adiabatic wall. The last of the options is the most prevalent the CFD literature. With the 
modelling of conduction through the solid using CHT, it is possible to now solve for the 
surface HTC, heat flux, and temperature using the assigned properties from far away 
solid boundary conditions and the interactions of the fluid flow. Unfortunately, modeling 
conduction in the solid using CHT does not come without its own difficulties in 
computational modelling and solver stability. 
Despite these additional difficulties associated with CHT, there is a clear effect on 
the flow solution by modelling conduction through the solid. Bohn et al. (2003) 
demonstrated through comparison of adiabatic and CHT simulations for a multitude of 
different cooling hole configurations, that CHT has a significant influence on the 
secondary velocity flow fields in the film cooled duct. Additionally, Silieti et al. (2004a; 
2004b) also demonstrated the noticeable impact CHT had on predicted wall temperatures 
for 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional film cooling geometries. Silieti et al. (2009) proved 
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the significant impact that CHT had on predicted surface temperatures over adiabatic 
simulations, as seen in Figure 2.7, below. From this work, it was also shown that there 
was noticeable impact on the fluid temperature, particularly near the plenum and cooling 
hole regions. This effect on fluid and wall temperature in these regions is shown in Figure 
2.8, below. 
 
Figure 2.7  Comparison of wall surface temperatures (in Kelvin) predicted for a fan-
shaped cooling hole with an (a) adiabatic boundary condition and CHT modelling of (b) 
plastic (c) and stainless steel materials. 
 
 
Figure 2.8  Comparison of fluid and solid wall temperatures (in Kelvin) between the 
adiabatic (a) and CHT (b) simulations for a fan-shaped cooling hole. 
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2.1.2.2. Grid Adaption 
Another approach of growing interest in the computational community that has 
shown marginal ability to improve CFD solution accuracy is grid adaption. Grid adaption 
offers the benefit of higher grid resolution (often reducing numerical error and thus 
overall solution error) without the large added computational cost associated with 
globally refining a computational grid. One of the more common methods for grid 
adaption in unstructured grids, is based on the presumption that the physical features that 
are often accompanied by large gradients in the flow (i.e. shock waves, boundary layers, 
shear layers, etc.) are areas of interest for higher grid resolution and possible 
improvement in accuracy. The underlying presumption with this method of grid adaption 
being that the highest error in a flow field lies in the regions of highest gradients due to 
numerical discretization. Within the area of gradient-based adaption itself, there are two 
sub-approaches that are commonly used for identifying gradients of interest.  
The first approach, developed by Warren et al. (1991) and referred to as 
“curvature-based” gradient adaption, relies on the second-order gradient of any solution 
variable of interest such as temperature, density, Mach number, or velocity, to name a 
few. The way this is integrated into commercial CFD codes, such as ANSYS Fluent 
(ANSYS-Inc, 2020), is through Equation 2.2, where ei2 is the error indicator, Acell is the 
cell area, r is the gradient volume weight, and ∇2f is the Laplacian of the desired field 
variable, f, in 2-dimensions. In the literature, this approach is recommended for smooth 
solutions.	
The second approach, developed by Dannenhoffer (1985) and referred to as 
“space gradient-based” adaption, uses the first-order gradient of a solution variable of 
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interest to identify possible areas of large error. The gradient function for this approach in 
2-dimensions is shown in Equation 2.3, below. In contrast to the curvature-based 
approach, this approach is commonly recommended for problems with strong shocks or 
sudden changes in solution variables. In commercial codes, such as ANSYS Fluent, the 
error indicator calculated from either of the two forementioned approaches, is then used 
to mark cells of high error/gradients and then hanging node adaption is used to locally 
refine cells and minimize error. A diagram depicting how Hanging-Node Adaption 
refines 3-dimensional cells of different types is shown in Figure 2.9. 
|𝑒()| = (𝐴*+,,)
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Figure 2.9 Hanging-Node Adaption for Different Cell Types (ANSYS-Inc., 2020) 
Despite the possibility for added solution accuracy, a word of warning is given in 
the literature (Venditti, David & Darmofal, 2000) for methods such as the two previously 
mentioned. Caution must be exercised in trying to resolve physical flow features, such as 
shocks, because static grid adaption has been shown to resolve these features well, but on 
occasion in the wrong location. This issue can be tackled using dynamic flow adaption, 
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an option in Fluent, throughout the solution of the flow field  or through the use of other 
adaptation techniques, like the methods discussed below.  
Unfortunately, while the two previously discussed methods may be simple and 
relatively straightforward to implement, they lack the ability to reliably improve solution 
accuracy for a broad range of CFD problems and applications without a priori 
knowledge. Thus, more complex methods of adaption have been developed and 
published in the literature in the last few decades. Two of these more advanced methods 
include adjoint-based grid adaption from Venditti and Darmofal (2002), as well as 
feature-based grid adaption from Marcum and Weatherill (1995).  
Balasubramanian and Newman (2007) demonstrated that the forementioned 
adjoint-based grid adaption technique of Venditti and Darmofal was capable of matching 
experimental pressure distribution extremely well along an Onera M6 wing at a Mach 
number of 0.8395. This adaption resulted in a 172,000-node mesh adapted from an initial 
42,000 coarse grid that poorly predicted pressure distribution. Conversely, feature-based 
grid adaption failed to reasonably improve results predicted from the initial grid, while 
still adding significant grid resolution and computational cost (~500,000 nodes). Despite 
the proven ability for these two advanced methods to improve solution accuracy, 
particularly adjoint-based adaption, they are not standard in many commercial codes. 
Thus, the first two methods discussed from Marcum et al. and Dannenhoffer et al. remain 
the primary methods of focus for grid adaption in this paper. 
2.1.2.3. Hybrid RANS-LES 
From the CFD literature, it has been well established that RANS methods offer 
ease of implementation for a wide variety of flow problems with relatively cheap 
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computational cost; however, these benefits come with the cost of sacrifices in accuracy. 
Conversely, LES methods offer improved accuracy, but at a significantly higher 
computational cost which limits the spectrum of applicable flow problems. Thus, 
significant attempts have been made to combine the benefits of each of these two 
methods to maximize accuracy and applicability while minimizing computational cost. 
Some of the more notable attempts to achieve this hybridization of RANS and LES 
include Scale-Adaptive Simulations (SAS) (Rotta, 1972; Menter, F. R. & Egorov, 2010), 
Wall Modeled LES (WMLES) (Shur, Spalart, Strelets, & Travin, 2008), Zonal LES 
(ZLES) or Embedded LES (ELES), and Detached Eddy Simulations (DES) (Spalart, 
1997).  
Of these methods, DES will be the particular focus in this paper due to the 
abundant amount of publications that demonstrate its accuracy benefits, the number of 
effective improvements made to the technique, and its availability in commercial CFD 
codes like ANSYS Fluent. DES is a hybrid RANS-LES methods that utilizes RANS in 
wall-attached boundary layers to model fine-scale turbulence while switching to LES in 
regions where turbulence exists on a large enough scale to be resolved by the existing 
grid resolution. Unfortunately, one crippling drawback to this initial formulation is that 
grid induced separation (GIS) is often caused by the switching between RANS and LES 
in the boundary layer due to poor grid spacing. In an attempt to fix this issue, Spalart et 
al. (2006) generalized the work of Menter et al. (2003), proposing a shielding function 
that depends only on eddy viscosity and wall distance to prevent GIS. This altered 
formulation, commonly coined as Delayed-Detached Eddy Simulations (DDES), is the 
specific formulation of DES used for computational analysis in this paper. 
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2.2. Problem Statement 
 The purpose of this research is to analyze the current capabilities of both standard 
“state-of-practice” and non-standard approaches in computationally predicting film 
cooling performance for a perforated flat plate. Furthermore, some best practices will be 
developed and discussed for the non-standard CHT and grid adaptation approaches as 
used in ANSYS Fluent. For this study, SP23 and 49 test cases as described by Wernet et 
al. (2020) in Section 2.1.1.1. will be analyzed using the commercially available code 
ANSYS Fluent v19.2 and compared to published experimental data. To start the study, 
baseline adiabatic simulations will first be performed for SP23 at BRs of 0.0, 1.0, and 
2.0. Then, CHT simulations will be performed again for SP23 at BRs of 0.0, 1.0, and 2.0 
to demonstrate current capabilities of CHT in improving predicted wall temperatures and 
film effectiveness.  
Following, a mesh and boundary condition independence study is performed for 
the solid computation grid used in the CHT simulations. Furthermore, a mesh 
independence study for the fluid grid is performed using curvature-based grid adaption to 
produce a medium- and fine-level mesh for the CHT case at BR2. Additionally, a DDES 
CHT simulation will be performed to analyze the effect that hybrid RANS-LES 
simulations pose on predicting mean temperature and velocity in the nozzle crossflow 
shear layers and film cooling boundary layer. Finally, a CHT simulation for SP 49 BR1 
will be performed using the same RANS CHT approach in SP23 and the results 
compared to experimental data to demonstrate the capability of the flow solver in more 




This section provides a detailed description of the numerical methodology used 
to analyze the nozzle-plate-plenum geometry discussed earlier. The methodology 
described includes a summary of the overall geometry and boundary conditions for both 
the fluid-only and fluid-solid CHT cases, the 3-dimensional computational grids of the 
fluid and solid domains, solver details, numerical schemes and models used, and data 
reduction details for validation with experiment. 
3.1. Model Geometry and Boundary Conditions 
For numerical simulations, the geometry presented in the THX 4 effort (Wernet et 
al., 2020) was divided into 2 different 3-dimensional models; the fluid and the solid 
models. This division of the models solely refers to the volume that will be modelled by 
both the fluid and solid computational grids and not the walls/surfaces of the nozzle, 
plenum, and plate themselves. The wall/surfaces are shared in both the fluid and solid 
geometries and therefore shown in both the fluid and solid geometry sections below. The 
boundary conditions discussed below are the standard conditions offered in ANSYS 
Fluent v19.2 without any user defined functions. 
3.1.1. Fluid Model Geometry and Boundary Conditions 
Beginning with the fluid model, this model is used in both the adiabatic and CHT 
simulations in this research. It consists of the air that is bounded by the walls of the entire 
nozzle rig (nozzle, plate, and plenum) and extends to the farfield, as shown in Figure 3.1 
from a side perspective. The fluid model also consists of the air that fills the plenum and 
nozzle. From this figure, the nozzle rig (in purple), farfield pressure inlet, and pressure 
outlet can be seen. It is important to note that the farfield pressure inlet was assigned a 
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Mach number of 0.02 rather than 0.0 to assist in convergence stability of the solution for 
both the adiabatic and CHT simulations but does not represent actual test conditions from 
experiment. Georgiadis et al. (2006) demonstrated the ability for a low Mach number 
freestream to improve stability, while maintaining similar jet decay to that of a jet 
flowing into a freestream with no surrounding flow velocity. 
 
Figure 3.1  2-D side perspective of test rig geometry and boundary conditions for the 
farfield pressure inlets and pressure outlet in the fluid model 
 
In Figure 3.2, a better representation of the 3-D fluid model is shown that includes 
shows the conical farfield that is ended at the inlet and outlet with circular-planar end 
domains. From this figure, it is evident that the circular inlet domain on the left is smaller 
than the circular outlet domain, resulting in a conical farfield rather than a cylindrical 
farfield. This expansion maintains sufficient space between the farfield and diffusing 




Figure 3.2  3-D orthogonal view of the test rig, conical farfield and circular end-domains 
Looking closer at the nozzle test rig in Figure 3.3, the rig walls and both pressure 
inlets for the fluid domain can be seen. In both the adiabatic and CHT simulations, the 
walls of the nozzle rig were set to either adiabatic or coupled non-slip walls, respectively, 
with standard roughness. For the pressure inlet at the beginning of the nozzle, a total 
pressure inlet condition is used within Fluent, as is commonly done for nozzles, to define 
both the total pressure and temperature of the heated air as it enters the nozzle from the 
SHJAR. From the experiment, hydrogen combustion was used in the SHJAR to heat the 
air; however, for these simulations, only the gas properties for standard air as an un-
combusted product are modelled. The air was modelled as an ideal gas with constant 
specific heat where thermal conductivity was calculated using kinetic theory, as seen in 
Equation 3.1 (ANSYS-Inc, 2020), and viscosity was calculated using Sutherland’s 3-
coefficient method, as seen in Equation 3.2 (Anderson Jr, 2010). The remainder of the air 
properties can be found in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1 
Air properties for the fluid model in both adiabatic and CHT simulations. 
Air Property Fluent Setting 
Density Ideal-Gas 
Specific Heat 1006.43 J/(kg-K) 
Viscosity Sutherland’s Law 
Thermal Conductivity Kinetic Theory 
Molecular Weight 28.966 kg/kmol 
L-J Characteristic Length 3.711 Angstrom 
L-J Energy Parameter 78.6 K 
  
Furthermore, for the pressure inlet at the bottom of the plenum where cooling 
shop air passes through the choke plate and into the plenum, total pressure and 
temperature were defined for the entering plenum air above the choke plate of the actual 
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experimental geometry. A pressure inlet was used here in place of a mass flow inlet 
because of the inability to define an initial gauge pressure for a mass flow inlet in Fluent 
unless the flow is supersonic or initialized in reference to this boundary condition. Thus, 
when a mass flow inlet was prescribed, the plenum failed to reach within even 1% of the 
desired pressure (and mass flow rate through the cooling holes) within a reasonable 
number of iterations. Thus, the total pressure at the boundary was manually altered with 
iteration until the desired mass flow rate through the cooling injector holes was achieved.  
One commonality between all the inlets in the fluid model, both farfield pressure 
inlets and total pressure inlets, is that a turbulence viscosity of 5% and turbulence 
viscosity ratio of 5 was used to prescribe relatively low inlet turbulence as recommended 
by Winkler et al. (2020). A summary of the derived inlet boundary conditions for the 
fluid domain at each of the tested set points and BRs is shown in Table 3.2, below. These 
boundary condition parameters were derived from provided information in the PAW 5 
Participant Guide and Table 2.1. 
 
Table 3.2 
Summary of the derived inlet boundary conditions for the baseline fluid domain at each 




















23 0.0 Adiabatic 10,197 Pa 544.47 K - - 
23 1.0 Adiabatic 10,197 Pa 544.47 K 17,200 Pa 300 K 
23 2.0 Adiabatic 10,197 Pa 544.47 K 58,600 Pa 300 K 
23 0.0 CHT 10,197 Pa 544.47 K - - 
23 1.0 CHT 10,197 Pa 544.47 K 16,200 Pa 300 K 
23 2.0 CHT 10,197 Pa 544.47 K 62,100 Pa 300 K 
49 1.0 CHT 68,508 Pa 941.22 K 68,900 Pa 315.77 K 
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3.1.2. Solid Model Geometry and Boundary Conditions 
Unlike the fluid model, the solid model is only used during CHT simulations for 
both SP23 and 49. The solid model is bounded by the walls of the nozzle test rig, as seen 
in Figure 3.4, and many times smaller than the fluid grid in overall volume and cell 
count. The majority of the walls bounding the solid model are defined as mapped-coupled 
interfaces within ANSYS Fluent. This allows the computational grid, discussed later, for 
the fluid and solid domains to be non-conformal in nature. This mapped interface 
facilitates creation of a much lower resolution solid grid to be created, and for the later 
independent adaption of the fluid computational grid without the altering of the solid grid 
and vice versa. From these mapped interfaces coupled walls can be created in ANSYS 
Fluent that allow the interpolation of solution variables (such as temperature) to be 
transferred between the solid and fluid computational domains, even though the cells on 
the surface grids do not completely align. 
Of all the solid grid walls, the only two walls to not be coupled exist at the bottom 
of the plenum and at the beginning of the inlet in the nozzle, as highlighted in Figure 3.4. 
These walls do not face the fluid model and can therefore not transfer solution variables 
between the two models. Thus, these walls are set to the adiabatic thermal condition 
where no heat can be transferred through. Together, these coupled and adiabatic solid 
walls comprise the entire nozzle test rig and the volume enclosed is assigned solid 
properties to resemble the 316 stainless steel design of the experiment. These properties 
are shown Table 3.3, below, and are constant for all set points and blowing ratios as they 




Figure 3.4  Orthogonal view of the solid model geometry with the adiabatic plenum and 
nozzle walls clearly identified. 
 
Table 3.3 
Summary of 316 stainless steel properties used for the solid model. 
Density 8,000 kg/m3 
Specific Heat 500 J/(kg-K) 
Thermal Conductivity 16.2 W/(m-K) 
(ASM International, 1990) 
 
3.2. 3-D Computational Grids 
In order to incorporate the two model geometries, two separate computational 
baseline grids were also created: one for the fluid-only model and one for the combined 
fluid-solid model. It is important to emphasize that the fluid-solid model uses the same 
fluid grid as the fluid-only model. As previously mentioned in the Sections 3.1.1 and 
3.1.2, the walls connecting the fluid model to the solid model are non-conformal, 
allowing distinctly different surface meshes to interpolate solution variables during the 
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computation.  
To reiterate, this mapped coupling grants two distinct benefits over conformal 
grids for this research. The first benefit is that it allowed for easier grid generation in 
creating a much lower resolved solid region compared to the fluid grid as much less 
fidelity is needed to resolve temperature gradients in a solid compared to those in the 
boundary layer of the fluid flow. The second benefit results from the ability to adapt the 
fluid grid using curvature-based adaption for the grid independence study performed, 
while avoiding the need to re-create the solid grid. 
Both of the unstructured baseline grids were generated in Pointwise v18.3 using 
3-D anisotropic tetrahedral extrusion (also known as T-Rex) (Pointwise, 2019). Post 
extrusion, the T-Rex feature then reduces these tetrahedra into pyramids, prisms, and 
hexahedra where possible in order to maintain user-defined grid quality requirements. 
This feature within Pointwise allows for quality boundary layers to be resolved with 
relative ease. It should be noted that the fluid-only grid was originally generated by 
Pointwise for use within the PAW 5 workshop; however, due to small stability issues 
within ANSYS Fluent, certain parts of the grid had to be retouched to promote stability. 
 To properly resolve the boundary layer in the fluid computational grid, a custom 
boundary growth profile was created using the glyph scripting feature in Pointwise. This 
enabled T-Rex to extrude 6 constant height cell layers off the wall at the defined initial 
wall spacing, while the remainder of the extrusion layers would grow according to a 
defined growth rate. Through the careful creation of the boundary layer in Pointwise, a 
y+ of less than 1 was achieved on over 99% of the cells on the main heat convecting 
surfaces (nozzle inner and outer walls, cooling holes, and plate). A summary of the 
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Summary of parameters for unstructured 3-D anisotropic tetrahedral extrusion of the 
baseline fluid and solid computational grids. 
 
Mesh Type Initial Wall Spacing 








Fluid Baseline 4.5e-5” 6 1.25 1.0 22.5M 
Solid Baseline 4.5e-3” 0 1.25 1.0 11.0M 
 
Additionally, sources were used in Pointwise to cluster more refined cells in the 
jetstream extending from the nozzle inlet to a significant distance after the end of the 
plate. This clustering can be seen from a cut of the fluid and fluid-solid computational 
grids down the centerline of the plate can be found in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, 
respectively. Furthermore, a closer image of the fluid-only and fluid-solid grids along the 
length of the plate are shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8, respectively. In these figures, 
the higher grid resolution as well as the shrinking of the isotropic cells in the boundary 




Figure 3.5  Slice of the fluid-only adiabatic grid down the centerline of the plate, 
including the downstream jet grid resolution. 
 
 
Figure 3.6  Slice of the fluid-solid CHT grid down the centerline of the plate, including 
the downstream jet grid resolution. 
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Figure 3.7  Slice of the fluid-only adiabatic grid down the centerline of the plate, 
including only the plate and plenum regions. 
 
 
Figure 3.8  Slice of the fluid-solid CHT grid down the centerline of the plate, including 
only the plate and plenum regions. 
 
Focusing even closer to the cooling holes in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10, reveals 
the isotropic cell growth in the boundary layer for the fluid grid and near the wall 
boundaries in the solid grid, respectively. As shown in the solid grid specifically, there 
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seems to be excess grid resolution away from the isotropic layers caused by the filling of 
the volume after the T-rex process is completed. This is primarily due to the isotropic cell 
height in the solid being capped at 50%, as was done in the fluid grid to avoid skewness 
in boundary layer near the cooling holes. Isotropic cells did not need to be extruded in the 
solid like they do in the fluid to resolve a boundary layer; however, in the solid they 
drastically reduce the total number of cells and offer computational cost benefits.  
 
Figure 3.9  Slice of the baseline fluid-only grid along the centerline of the plate depicting 
the boundary layer and mesh resolution in and around a cooling hole. 
 
 
Figure 3.10  Slice of the baseline solid grid along the centerline of the plate depicting the 
mesh resolution and isotropic cell extrusion in the solid around a cooling hole. 
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Knowing that isotropic cells reduce the total number of cells in the solid, a 
coarsened grid was generated with the same settings as the baseline grid except the 
isotropic height was capped at the default value of 100%, which reduced the solid grid 
cell count from 11.0M cells to just 7.4 million cells. The effect, or lack thereof, of this 
coarsening on the flow solution accuracy is discussed further in the results section. 
Additionally, Figure 3.11 illustrates the number of cells throughout the thickness of the 
flat plate just before the tapering at the end of the plate. A similar number of cells to what 
is shown in this figure is also present elsewhere in the geometry, such as the thickness of 
the plenum walls and the thickness of the plate between cooling holes. 
 
Figure 3.11  Slice of the baseline solid grid along the centerline of the plate illustrating 
the number of cells through the thickness of the flat plate. 
 
3.2.1. Adapted Fluid Computational Grids 
Using the two grid adaption methods discussed in Section 2.1.2.2, a grid 
independence study was performed for medium and fine meshes. These two refined 
meshes were both created using curvature-based gradient adaption to locally refine cells 
with  high temperature gradients within a rectangular volume above the plate. This region 
of refinement is shown in Figure 3.12, where the gray rectangular prism represents the 
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boundaries of this targeted region. This region was created using the iso-value mesh 
adaptation feature in ANSYS Fluent to define coordinate minimum and maximum values 
that were eligible for refinement. This refinement region was consistent for both the 
medium and fine meshes and a summary of the coordinates defining this region can be 
found in Table 3.5, below. 
 
Figure 3.12  Rectangular volume (in gray) limiting mesh refinement to a region only 
above the plate. 
 
Table 3.5 
Summary of iso-value mesh adaptation dimensions for limiting mesh refinement to 
rectangular volume above plate. 
 
Min. X (m) Max. X (m) Min. Y (m) Max. Y (m) Min. Z (m) Max. Z (m) 
0.0 0.35 0 0.1 -0.04445 0.04445 
 
Using curvature-based gradient adaption, the region of interest in only the fluid 
portion of the 29.9 million cell CHT fluid-solid grid was adapted by defining refinement 
thresholds of static temperature gradients based on the flow solution for SP23 BR2. To 
reiterate, these refinement thresholds are based on the error indicator calculated using an 
equation similar to Equation 2.2, but for 3-dimensions. Cells that have an error indicator 
value above this user-defined refinement threshold will be marked for refinement and 
hanging-node adaption will be used to split these original cells into smaller cells. These 
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marked cells can further be refined by defining control limits such as a minimum cell 
volume or combining with other adaption registers, such as the iso-value minimum and 
maximum coordinates previously mentioned. It is necessary to note that the refinement 
threshold discussed further below was normalized by the largest error indicator using the 
normalization feature in ANSYS Fluent. 
Unfortunately, when first performing curvature adaption, only cells in the 
diffusing nozzle exhaust region far after the plate, outside of the rectangular volume 
above the plate, were marked for adaption. Referring back to Equation 2.2, this is likely 
because the cell area (or volume for 3-D) plays a crucial role in defining the magnitude of 
the error indicator for each cell. Typically, this is a useful feature as larger cells are 
primarily the target for refinement on a coarse grid. However, for this case, where the 
original “coarse” grid already had high refinement in the areas of high temperature 
gradients (i.e. the turbulent film mixing layer), the volume did not play such an important 
role in marking cells of interest. Thus, the importance of cell volume was neglected by 
setting the volume weighting (variable r in Equation 2.2) to zero. 
Using the adaptation parameters summarized in Table 3.6 for both the medium 
and fine grid refinements, the cells marked for adaption using curvature-based 
temperature gradients are shown in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 for the medium and fine 
grid levels, respectively. From the refinement thresholds in the table, it can be seen that 
the largest 95% of static temperature gradients in the entire flow were targeted for 
refinement for the medium grid and the largest 98% for the fine grid. These adaption 
parameters resulted in millions of additional cells being added into regions in both the 
film mixing layer above the plate and large mixing regions at the outer edges of the 
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heated jet crossflow. The two refined grids were then iterated again to convergence for 
the SP23 BR2 case. The effect of grid adaption on the flow solution is discussed further 
in the Results section. A summary of the resulting grid sizes from both the medium and 
fine level adaptions are shown in Table 3.7, below.  
 
Table 3.6 
Summary of curvature-based gradient mesh adaption parameters for medium and fine 
grid levels. 
 




Medium Curvature Normalize Static Temperature 0.05 
Fine Curvature Normalize Static Temperature 0.02 
 
   
Figure 3.13  Marked cells using curvature-based gradient adaption from a.) the side 
perspective and b.) looking upstream into the nozzle for the medium level grid. 
 
    
Figure 3.14  Marked cells using curvature-based gradient adaption from a.) the side 







Summary of adapted mesh sizes for medium and fine grid levels. 
Grid Level # of Original Cells # of New Cells Total # of Cells in 
Adapted Grid 
Medium 29,923,117 7,435,866 37,358,983 
Fine 29,923,117 13,851,286 43,774,403 
 
Additionally, a grid study to compare the resulting grids from the two different 
gradient adaption methods offered in ANSYS Fluent, gradient- and curvature-based, was 
undertaken to further reinforce why curvature-based adaptation is suggested in the 
literature for “smooth” solutions. Using the same flow variable (temperature), 29.9 
million cell CHT SP23 BR2 converged solution, and region of refinement as the 
curvature adaption, a similar-sized medium grid to that created using the curvature-based 
method was made using the gradient-based method. Comparing the grid resolution in the 
film mixing layer at the first cooling hole along the centerline plane in Figure 3.15 for the 
original and two different medium grids, we see distinct resulting mesh differences 
between the two methods.  
For the medium grid generated using the gradient-based method, an increase in 
grid resolution primarily near the outer mixing layer of the cooling injector plume (where 
the gradients are the highest) is visible. Conversely, the curvature-based method provides 
added resolution not only at the outer mixing layer, but also further into both the center of 
the injector plume and heated jet cross-stream. This same behavior can also be seen at the 
top trailing edge of the nozzle outlet at the centerline plane in Figure 3.16. Overall, the 
sharper resolution generated using the gradient-based method demonstrates why it is 
recommended to use this method for strong shocks while using the curvature-based 
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Figure 3.15  Comparison of the a.) unadapted 29.9M cell CHT grid, b.) gradient-based 
generated medium grid and c.) curvature-based generated medium grid at the first cooling 




Figure 3.16  Comparison of the a.) unadapted 29.9M cell CHT grid, b.) gradient-based 
generated medium grid and c.) curvature-based generated medium grid at the top nozzle 
outlet trailing edge along the centerline plane. 
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3.3. Numerical Approach 
For the baseline simulations, the RANS equations were solved using ANSYS 
Fluent’s steady, implicit, density-based solver with 2nd order upwind spatial accuracy and 
local time-stepping. Additionally, the Roe Finite Differencing Scheme was used due to its 
historically higher accuracy for heat transfer problems compared to flux vector splitting 
methods like Van-Leer (Roe, 1981). The turbulence model chosen for all simulations was 
Menter’s fully turbulent, 2-equation k-ω STT model (Menter, Florian R., 1994) with a 
constant turbulent Prandtl number of 0.7. This number, while not accurate for the entirety 
of the flow, has been shown to be a reasonably accurate approximation for Prandtl 
number in jets (Reynolds, 1974; Yoder et al., 2015). Finally, a Courant number of 1.0 
was used to progress the solution towards a steady-state solution while maintaining 
sufficient stability. 
Convergence for the baseline simulations was determined using monitors for a 
variety of flow conditions including plate average wall temperature, plate viscous drag, 
nozzle outlet average static temperature, velocity and mass flow rate, net system mass 
balance, and solid surface energy balance. Convergence was confirmed when drag, 
nozzle outlet static temperature, velocity, and mass flow rate less than 0.05% in the last 
5,000 iterations, plate wall temperature varied less than 0.1% in the last 5,000 iterations 
(~0.19 K for SP23 and ~0.27 K for SP 49), the mass balance had less than 0.05% error, 
and the energy balance had less than 2% error. The energy balance was given such a 
large relative error allowance due to the discovered large oscillating behavior on the 
exterior of the nozzle and plenum caused by the non-zero freestream Mach number.  
Residuals were not used to determine convergence in the adiabatic simulations 
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because of the method used to initialize the computation from static ambient conditions. 
This initialization method became an issue because ANSYS Fluent uses the maximum 
absolute value from the first five iterations to normalize residuals (ANSYS-Inc., 2020). 
Thus, even when the solution is converged, these residuals remain near 1 or only an order 
of magnitude smaller than 1. For the CHT simulations initialized using the adiabatic 
converged solution, when convergence was confirmed with other monitors, the residuals 
steadied at a constant value near or below 1e-2. 
In addition to the steady simulations performed for SP23 and SP49, a hybrid 
RANS-LES DDES simulation was also performed for SP23 BR2. The DDES simulation 
was completed in an attempt to improve the prediction of time-average velocity and 
boundary profiles in largely separated regions above the plate and in the free shear layer 
at the top and sides of the injector crossflow plume. In ANSYS Fluent, the DDES 
formulation of Spalart et al. (2006) was used over the original DES formulation to exploit 
the added protection against GIS provided by the shielding functions in the DDES 
formulation. Additionally, the forementioned Menter k-ω STT turbulence model used in 
the steady simulations is also used in the RANS regions for the hybrid RANS-LES 
simulations. 
For the DDES simulation, a time step of 1e-6 seconds was used with the 2nd order 
fixed, implicit, global time stepping method available in ANSYS Fluent. Using the 
specified time step, data was sampled for roughly 10.2 plate times to calculate mean and 
RMS values of velocity and temperature. Each of the simulations was initialized with the 
converged steady RANS solution for SP23 BR2 and iterated until data throughout the 
desired time period (specified by the number of plate times) was sampled. This use of the 
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non-dimensional plate time, τ, as a time quantifying technique, suggested and utilized by 
Pesich et al. (2021), can be defined by Equation 3.3 as a function of time sampled, t, 
nozzle exit velocity, Uj, and plate length, Lplate. 
𝜏 = -6
.%0781
𝑡     (3.3) 
3.4. Data Reduction 
In order to better understand the basis of comparison between CFD results and 
experiment, a breakdown of the data reduction techniques is provided in this section. The 
procedure taken for reducing the CFD solutions into useful data for validation is broken 
down based on by the method used for experimental data collection. For both adiabatic 
and CHT simulations, the data collection methods and locations were consistent for all 
set points and were created in both ANSYS Fluent v19.2 and Tecplot 360 EX.  
Beginning with the velocity data collected from PIV in experiment, boundary 
profile rakes were created at various streamwise locations along the plate’s centerline at 
X = 76.8mm, 138.4mm, 208.0mm, and 270.3mm to collect simulation centerline velocity 
data. These X locations are consistent with the measuring scheme used in experiment and 
displayed in Figure 2.2, and extend from the plate surface (at Y = 0.0 mm) to 80mm 
above the plate. These 4 velocity profile rakes are shown in relation to the cooling hole 
arrays and nozzle test rig geometry in Figure 3.17. From these rakes, profiles of jet 
crossflow axial velocity, normalized by the jet nozzle exit velocity, were created, and 




Figure 3.17  Boundary profile rake locations used to collect simulation velocity data. 
Next, the temperature data collected from Rotationally-Resolved Raman 
Spectroscopy was compared to simulation data using similar profile rakes to the velocity 
rakes. The rakes used to collect simulation temperature data were located in the same X 
locations as the velocity profile rakes along the centerline of the plate. The temperature 
rakes differ from the velocity profile rakes only in that they extend from the plate surface 
(Y = 0.0mm) to just 20 mm above the plate (Y = 20 mm). These rakes were used to 
collect centerline static temperature in the jet stream, mixing layer, and boundary layer. 
Then, using data collected from the rakes, the difference between the static temperature 
and ambient temperature is normalized by the difference between average jet exit static 
and ambient temperature (ΔT).  
The last experimental data collection technique used to collect data for heat 
transfer quantity comparisons were the IR thermography and embedded thermocouples. 
Data collected from these techniques were compared both qualitatively and quantitatively 
with data collected from the simulations. The first data comparison consisted of 
qualitative, top-down IR plate wall temperature contours, like the one seen in Figure 3.18 
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below, where simulation contours identical to published experimental contours were 
created in Tecplot 360 EX.  
The next comparison consisted of centerline plate wall temperatures from both IR 
measurements that were calibrated using embedded thermocouples. Once calibrated, the 
experimental IR measurements provided both wall temperature data and film 
effectiveness data calculated using Equation 2.1. Plots of example centerline temperature 
and film effectiveness data from experiment are shown in Figure 2.3 & Figure 2.5 and 
Figure 2.4 & Figure 2.6, respectively. To gather centerline wall temperature data along 
the plate from CFD simulations, a rake was defined at the plate surface that extended 
from X = 0.0 mm to 304.8mm at the end of the plate. 
 
 
Figure 3.18  Experimental top-down IR temperature contour from SP23, BR = 2.0.  
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4. Results and Discussion 
In the following sections, the accuracy of “state-of-practice” adiabatic, steady 
RANS simulations are compared against experimental data for SP23 from the THX 4 
efforts discussed in Section 2.1.1.1. Additionally, the “non-standard” multiphysics 
practice of modelling heat conduction in the nozzle test rig solid model through CHT is 
examined for SP23 and 49. Furthermore, sensitivities to both solid CHT grid resolution 
and boundary conditions as well as a fluid-grid independence study using curvature-
based grid adaptation are studied for SP23 at a BR of 2.0. Finally, a hybrid RANS-LES 
DDES simulation is analyzed for SP23 at a BR of 2.0 and compared to mean and 
unsteady experimental data. 
4.1. Set Point 23 
Beginning with an adiabatic solution for SP23 with no present cooling flow 
(BR0), the weaknesses of adiabatic wall conditions on a fluid-only grid is first seen. From 
the temperature boundary layer profiles in Figure 4.1, it can be seen that the temperature 
prediction accuracy in the boundary layer decays closer to the wall. As expected, the 
temperature ratio increases above 1 towards the wall as the wall temperature for adiabatic 
wall conditions is the flow’s recovery temperature. Despite the inaccuracies of the 
adiabatic simulation in predicting temperature in the thermal boundary layer, it does 
reasonably well in predicting the velocity in the boundary layer (Figure 4.2), particularly 
further upstream on the plate. It can be seen that the rakes further downstream on the 
plate begin to see a decay in velocity prediction accuracy, specifically towards the shear 
layer at top of the jet crossflow where large vortices are likely diffused through the 
numerical nature of RANS. 
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Transitioning focus to the predicted wall temperatures, we further see deficiencies 
of the adiabatic wall conditions looking at temperature contours and centerline wall 
temperature along the length of the plate in Figure 4.3. Even with no film cooling present, 
considerable differences exist between experimental IR temperature and predicted 
adiabatic wall temperature. Due to the strong evidence that adiabatic simulations have a 
strong deficiency in predicting wall temperature (and thus the thermal boundary layer for 
no film cooling) for this geometry, CHT was used to better predict solution temperatures 
for this geometry. 
Comparing the predicted boundary layer temperature profiles from the CHT 
simulation with the adiabatic simulation (Figure 4.1), a significant improvement in 
prediction accuracy can be seen. Additionally, the plate wall temperature contours and 
centerline wall temperature plots (Figure 4.3) demonstrate the increased accuracy in 
predicting wall temperature, especially along the sides of the plate. Despite the increased 
accuracy compared to the adiabatic simulation, the predicted wall temperatures remain 
slightly higher than experiment along the entire length of the plate and are worst 
predicted after the third cooling array where the plate is only 6.53mm thick with no 
supporting solid (like a plenum) underneath.  
Additionally, it was noted by the work of Wernet et al. (2020) that the 
experimental IR wall temperature contours reveal an artificially high temperature at the 
very beginning of the plate due to increased reflective radiation from inside the nozzle. 
This phenomenon is most present in the BR0 and BR0.5 (not studied here) cases and 
further emphasizes the overprediction of wall temperature from both adiabatic and CHT 
solutions for BR0. Finally, a negligible difference in predicted velocity profiles in Figure 
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4.2 is shown with the CHT model present. 
 
Figure 4.1  Baseline streamwise centerline temperature profiles for SP23 BR0. 
 
Figure 4.2  Baseline streamwise centerline axial velocity profiles for SP23 BR0. 
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Figure 4.3  Baseline wall temperature contours in Kelvin (left) and centerline wall 
temperatures (right) for SP23 BR0. 
 
Transitioning to the BR1 case, little difference between adiabatic and CHT 
simulations is seen within the temperature boundary layer profiles (Figure 4.4). Both 
predicted temperature profiles seem to match well with experiment at the X = 76.8mm, 
138.4mm, and 208.0mm streamwise rakes in the upper boundary layer, but decay in 
accuracy closer to the plate. Both simulations seem to indicate closer convergence on the 
IR-measured wall temperature in the boundary layer than the Raman-measured 
experimental temperature profiles. This same trend for flow temperatures in the near-wall 
region is present for the BR2 test case as well. Additionally, temperatures at the X = 
270.3mm centerline streamwise rake seem to deviate considerably from experiment 
where the thermal boundary layer is much larger than what is predicted in both adiabatic 
and CHT simulations. This steep increase in temperature above the plate is indicative of a 





Figure 4.4  Baseline streamwise centerline temperature profiles for SP23 BR1. 
Comparing the velocity profiles in Figure 4.5, good overall agreement is seen at 
the 3 upstream centerline rake locations; however, at X = 208.0mm, velocity prediction 
begins to deviate from experiment in the free shear layer at the top of the jet crossflow. 
This deviation is further emphasized at the X = 270.3mm where the size of the detached 
boundary layer is vastly underpredicted in both simulations. Again, this underprediction 
is likely the result of dissipative RANS modelling. Despite these discrepancies, the 




Figure 4.5  Baseline streamwise centerline axial velocity profiles for SP23 BR1. 
Looking at the wall temperature contours in Figure 4.6, distinct advantages in 
prediction accuracy are seen with CHT over adiabatic wall conditions. The strongest 
advantage of CHT is displayed upstream of the first cooling hole array and along the 
sides of the plate, where conduction modeling allows for much more realistic wall 
temperatures to be predicted where little to no cooling flow is present. However, the 
temperature before the first cooling hole array still remains slightly high compared to 
experiment and the wall temperature contour reveals a slight asymmetry in the CHT 
simulation that is not as pronounced in the experiment. This asymmetry is likely due to 
the asymmetric cooling hole arrays and is emphasized in the CHT simulation due to the 
uneven dissipation of the large vortices cause the shear layers towards the edges of the 
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plate.  
Additionally, from the wall temperature contours, a distinctive line can be seen 
towards the top of the plate continuing from the first cooling hole array to just after the 
third array. This line is likely due to decolorization of the highly polished plate due to the 
higher temperatures (especially for SP49) as mentioned by Wernet et al. (2020) rather 
than a singular vortex running along the length of the plate causing a discontinuity in 
plate temperature. Another note should be made for the seemingly higher temperatures in 
the cooling holes. Due the inclination of the cooling holes, Wernet et al. also noted that 
higher emissivity is present inside the holes compared to on the flat plate causing the 
non-physical increase in measured temperature. Due to the non-physical nature of this 
data from experimental measurements, it is expected to not see similar behavior in 
simulation solutions. 
Transitioning to the centerline wall temperature and adiabatic effectiveness plots 
in Figure 4.6, clear improvements in accuracy can again be seen with CHT over the 
adiabatic simulation. The primary differences in wall temperature between the CHT 
simulation and experiment exist before the first cooling hole array and after the third 
array, as also shown in the wall temperature contour. A possible explanation for the 
higher temperature before the first cooling hole array could result from modeling the 
entire nozzle test rig (nozzle, plenum, and plate) as one continuous solid. In the actual 
experiment, the nozzle is a separate component from both the plenum and plate. Thus, 
prescribing a contact resistance between the nozzle and plenum in the computational 
model could have favorable outcomes in decreasing the heat transfer into the cooler 
plenum and plate solid. 
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Looking at the wall temperature in the region after the third array, the CHT 
predictions overall match closely with experiment in both the increasing trend and 
magnitude of temperature. However, at the very end of the plate the predicted wall 
temperature starts to decrease rather than continuing to increase as seen in experiment. 
Rather than being cause by the previously mentioned separated boundary layer, it is 
postulated that this phenomenon is due to the tapering at the end of the plate resulting in 
decreased thickness resolution in the computation grid in this region. The solid grid is 
believed to be the cause due to the lack of presence of this behavior in the adiabatic 
simulation.  
A final note should be made about the plot of centerline adiabatic effectiveness 
along the length of the plate. While the effectiveness’ between the CHT simulation and 
experiment seem to match well after the first and second cooling hole arrays, a 
considerable difference is seen between the two after the third cooling hole array despite 
the accuracy of predicted temperature in this region. This difference is caused by the 
modified definition of film effectiveness used in this experiment (and thus computational 
study) as seen in Equation 2.1. Because this modified definition relies on the predicted 
temperature from the BR0 case where considerable difference is seen even between the 
CHT simulation and experiment, a non-resemblant difference in effectiveness is 
portrayed with the simulation. Thus, adiabatic effectiveness is henceforth not considered 




   
Figure 4.6  Baseline wall temperature contours in Kelvin (left), centerline wall 
temperatures (top right), and modified centerline adiabatic effectiveness (bottom right) 
for SP23 BR1. 
 
The final comparison of baseline adiabatic and CHT simulations to experimental 
data for SP23 is made for the BR2 case. Beginning with a comparison of the temperature 
profiles in Figure 4.7, again little difference is shown between adiabatic and CHT 
simulation predictions. The main difference between the adiabatic and CHT simulations 
can be seen in the temperature profiles at the X = 76.8mm and 138.4 mm centerline 
rakes. Closer to the plate, where large regions of jet separation can be seen (as indicated 
by the backward bowing of temperature ratio), the adiabatic and CHT profiles seem to 
agree well with experiment at all streamwise locations except X = 270.3mm. At this last 
streamwise location, it is evident that both the adiabatic and CHT simulations predict 
much cooler temperatures in this sublayer of the film closer to the plate, indicative of 
underpredicted mixing further away from the cooling holes. 
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Figure 4.7  Baseline streamwise centerline temperature profiles for SP23 BR2. 
Furthermore, the velocity profiles for BR2 (Figure 4.8) match experimental data 
well at the two upstream centerline rakes but see a degradation in accuracy further 
downstream on the plate. Again, the degradation in accuracy along the top of the profile 
is likely due to the dissipation of the large vortices in the shear layer with RANS 
turbulence models. Interestingly, the boundary layer for BR2 is much smaller than that of 
SP23 BR0 and BR1 due to the exit axial velocity of the cooling flow from the cooling 
holes being nearly identical to that of the jet crossflow axial velocity. Additionally, the 
predicted velocity profile for BR2 at the furthest downstream rake seems to be drastically 
different than experiment, likely due to similar reasons as BR1. It should be noted that 
the bump in the velocity profile at Y = 42mm on the X = 138.4mm centerline rake is due 
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to poor pixels on the PIV camera (Pesich et al., 2021).  
 
Figure 4.8  Baseline streamwise centerline axial velocity profiles for SP23 BR2. 
Comparing the adiabatic and CHT wall temperatures to that of experiment for 
BR2 (Figure 4.9), we see a similar story to BR1 in that CHT significantly increases wall 
temperature prediction accuracy. This is especially true in the regions both before the first 
cooling array and along the sides of the plate. Additionally, a similar asymmetry in the 
plate temperatures is also predicted by CHT, though less pronounced compared to BR1. 
For the CHT predicted wall temperatures, we see the worst agreement is at the beginning 
of the plate and accuracy slowly increases further downstream on the plate. Again, it is 
possible that by modeling the physical connection of the nozzle to the plenum and plate 
using a contact resistance or some other method, that a reduction of this increased 
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temperature upstream on the plate can be achieved. 
Likewise, the degradation in CHT wall temperature prediction accuracy along the 
length of the plate can also be seen in the centerline wall temperature plots in Figure 4.9. 
In these plots, both simulations appear to vastly overpredict separation of the cooling jet, 
as indicated by considerable increase in temperature just after the first and second cooling 
hole arrays. However, it is interesting to note that there is little to no indicated jet 
separation after the third cooling whole array (in either experiment or simulation) from 
looking at the centerline wall temperature alone.  
In order to see the separation in this region, a different perspective must be used 
by observing the centerline contours of velocity in Figure 4.10. From these contours, 
separation is still prevalent in this region after the third cooling hole array, but due to the 
fundamental behavior of arrays of film cooling holes (discussed later in Section 4.1.1), 
the effect of this separation is not clearly shown by the centerline wall temperature plots. 
Finally, the slight decrease in wall temperature towards the ending lip of the plate seen 
for the CHT simulation, similar to SP23 BR1, is likely attributable to reduced 
computation resolution in the solid grid due to tapering of the geometry rather than a 
separated boundary layer. 
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Figure 4.9  Baseline wall temperature contours in Kelvin (left), centerline wall 
temperatures (top right), and modified centerline adiabatic effectiveness (bottom right) 
for SP23 BR2. 
 
 
Figure 4.10  Baseline axial velocity contour (in m/s) along the centerline plane at third 
cooling array for SP23 BR2 
 
4.1.1. Fundamental Behavior of Jet Interaction in Film Cooling Arrays 
As previously discussed in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.1.1, blowing ratios greater than 
0.5 with cylindrical cooling holes inclined at 30° tend to see the beginnings of jet 
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separation, and thus a plateau in film effectiveness for single film cooling holes. 
Conversely, multiple arrays of laterally and spanwise spaced cooling holes of similar 
inclination do not see the beginnings of separation until a BR of 1 or greater and 
experience a maximum effectiveness closer to a BR of 1.5. Thus, it is important to 
understand the complex interaction between individual cooling injectors in these large 
arrays to explain the decreased influence of separation on film cooling effectiveness.  
To analyze this interaction in the SP23 BR1 CHT case, temperature contours in 
the Y-Z plane were created streamwise along the X axis mid-distance between each 
successive row in film cooling holes for each of the three arrays, as shown in Figure 4.11. 
Starting with the interaction in the first cooling hole array in Figure 4.12, indications of 
jet separation can first be seen in the  X = 0.0405mm plane (after the first row of cooling 
holes) where a region of elevated temperature exists between the cooler core of the jet 
and the plate. This jet separation after the first row of cooling holes in the first array is 
also seen in centerline temperature and x-velocity contours, Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14, 
respectively.  
From these figures, the temperature contour indicates the region of higher 
temperature that exists between the cooler jet core and the plate, while the velocity 
contour shows a region of low velocity just after the injector, indicating a separation 
region. In this separation region, a volume of low-pressure air exists which causes hotter 
air from the nozzle crossflow to be drawn underneath the cooling jet thus causing a 
slightly higher temperature between the cooling jet and plate. This elevated temperature 




Figure 4.11  Analysis planes for jet interaction. 
 





Figure 4.13  Centerline-offset temperature contour (in Kelvin) showing jet separation at 




Figure 4.14  Centerline-offset axial velocity (in m/s) contour showing jet separation at 
the first row of cooling holes in SP23 BR1. 
 
 
Furthermore, looking at the successive planes for the first array, the interaction 
between successive rows of injectors is shown. At the X = 0.455m plane, we see the 
hotter remnants of the preceding injectors providing additional shielding to the second 
row of cooling injectors from the nozzle crossflow. This shielding interaction not only 
causes the succeeding jets to heat slower, but also reduces the effect of separation 
because cooler air from the previous row of cooling injectors is drawn underneath the 
separated jet rather than the hotter nozzle crossflow. This effect is shown in Figure 4.15 
where the temperature of the jet in the second row of cooling injectors remains cooler 
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further downstream as well as cooler closer to the plate in a similar sized separation 
region to that of the first row as seen in Figure 4.16. This effect is emphasized further 
downstream in the first array as well as in the second and third arrays as seen in Figure 
4.17 and Figure 4.18, respectively. 
 
Figure 4.15  Centerline-offset temperature contour (in Kelvin) showing jet separation at 




Figure 4.16  Centerline-offset axial velocity contour (in m/s) showing jet at the second 
row of cooling holes in the first array in SP23 BR1. 
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4.1.2. Sensitivity to Solid Grid Resolution 
In an effort to verify solid grid independence while minimizing added 
computational cost from conduction modeling, two solid computational grids were 
created using Pointwise v18.3. The results from the baseline 33.6 million cell CHT grid 
(combined 22.5 million cell fluid and 11.0 million cell solid grids) were covered earlier in 
Section 4.1. To minimize computational cost, a lesser resolution solid grid (7.4 million 
cells) was created using the methodology discussed in Section 3.2 and paired with the 
same baseline 22.5 million cell fluid from the baseline CHT simulation. As discovered, 
added solid grid resolution drastically affects convergence time when monitoring the 
change in surface temperatures and thermal energy balance. 
Referring to the streamwise temperature profiles, wall temperature contours and 
centerline wall temperature in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20, negligible differences (~1 K 
average difference among all centerline measurements) between the two CHT solutions 
can be seen. Thus, this reduced grid provided nearly identical prediction accuracy as the 
more resolved grid but with much faster convergence time. Therefore, the 29.9 million 
cell fluid-solid grid was used over the 33.6 million cell grid to obtain results for the 
DDES SP23 BR2 solution and also served as the foundation for the CHT fluid-grid 
independence study. It should be noted that velocity profiles were not compared for this 




Figure 4.19  Solid grid independence study streamwise centerline temperature profiles 
for SP23 BR2. 
 
   
Figure 4.20  Solid grid independence study wall temperature contours in Kelvin (left) and 






4.1.3. Sensitivity to Solid Grid Boundary Conditions 
In addition to studying the sensitivity of the solid grid to the resolution of the grid, 
an additional study was undertaken to analyze the effect of altering the boundary 
condition on the bottom of the plenum solid grid. This boundary is shown at the bottom 
of the plenum in Figure 3.4 in Section 3.1.2. This boundary condition study involved 
changing the baseline CHT wall boundary condition from adiabatic to a constant 
temperature condition at ambient temperature (300 K). This prescribed ambient 
temperature at the bottom of the plenum represents the ideal thermal condition where 
infinite thermal mass is added below the plenum, thus reducing temperature at this area to 
the ambient air temperature.  
In the experiment, there is considerable mass in thermal contact with the top 
plenum including the choke plate and bottom plenum as seen in Figure 2.1. 
Computationally, modelling this additional solid geometry significantly increases 
computational cost, as discussed in the previous section. Thus, the computationally 
cheaper ideal thermal condition (constant ambient temperature) was applied at the 
existing boundary for the 29.9 million cell CHT grid to analyze whether further solid 
geometry modeling assisted in reducing plate wall temperatures closer to those seen in 
experiment. 
Analyzing the plate temperature contours and centerline plate temperatures in 
Figure 4.21, very little difference (~1.69 K averaged among all centerline measurements) 
in predicted wall temperature can be seen between the two boundary conditions. From the 
plot of centerline wall temperatures, the largest difference between the solutions for the 
two boundary conditions is seen at the nozzle outlet at the beginning of the plate. In this 
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region, a slight reduction in temperature exists for the constant ambient temperature 
boundary condition on the bottom of the plenum. Due to this minimal difference resulting 
from the ideal-like bottom plenum solid boundary condition, it can be concluded that 
ample solid geometry in the top plenum is modelled. Any further modeling of the solid 
would result in significantly increased computational cost with negligible improvements 
in accuracy. 
   
Figure 4.21  Solid grid boundary condition study wall temperature contours in Kelvin 
(left) and centerline wall temperatures (right) for SP23 BR2. 
  
4.1.4. Fluid Grid Independence Study 
Complementing the solid grid independence study, a fluid grid independence 
study was also performed using the gradient-based adapted CHT grids described in 
Section 3.2.1. Beginning with an analysis of the streamwise centerline temperature 
profiles (Figure 4.22), slight improvements in accuracy can be seen mostly in the fine 
adaption level grid (43.8M CHT Grid)  at the outer boundary of the film layer. There 
appears to be negligible difference between the medium level grid (37.4M CHT Grid) 
and the 29.9 million cell grid. It is also apparent that grid adaption failed to improve the 




Figure 4.22  Fluid grid independence study streamwise centerline temperature profiles 
for SP23 BR2. 
 
Transitioning focus to the streamwise centerline velocity profiles (Figure 4.23), 
considerably more impact of grid adaption on the flow solution can be seen. Beginning 
with the two most upstream rake locations, a non-representative increase in axial velocity 
can be seen at the top of the jet crossflow for the fine grid. Referring back to Figure 3.13 
and Figure 3.14, this region had a large number of cells targeted for adaption in the fine 
level grid, whereas the medium grid had significantly less cells marked in this region. 
This overpredicted axial velocity also differs greatly from the baseline grid; thus, it is 
assumed that the high magnitude of adaption in this region.is the cause of blame for the 
sudden change in axial velocity not seen in experiment. 
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Figure 4.23  Fluid grid independence study streamwise centerline axial velocity profiles 
for SP23 BR2. 
 
Furthermore, additional impacts of grid adaption on the velocity profiles are 
shown in the mixing layer over the surface of the plate. At the X = 138.4mm streamwise 
location, a sudden spike in axial velocity is seen in the outer boundary layer above the 
plate for the fine adapted grid. This spike can again be seen at the X = 208.0mm 
streamwise location, but this time for both adapted grids. Finally, a sudden decrease and 
then rise in axial velocity can be seen at the top of the boundary layer at the X = 
270.3mm location.  
It is likely that these flow phenomena, not seen in the 29.9 million cell CHT 
simulation or experiment, are caused by an overprediction of cooling jet separation 
caused by grid adaptation in the region of high temperature gradients near the cooling 
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injectors. This increase in separation after the cooling injectors in both the first and 
second arrays is shown in Figure 4.24, where the high temperature under the cooling jet 
is synonymous with regions of separation, as previously discussed in Section 4.1.1. This 
separation causes higher locally concentrated axial velocities towards the upper shear 
layer of the film mixing layer as seen in Figure 4.25, thus explaining the spike in velocity 
above the plate in the X=138.4mm and 208.0mm streamwise velocity profiles. 
 
Figure 4.24  Centerline temperature contour (in Kelvin) showing separation after a 
cooling injector in first array (top row) and after an injector in the second array (bottom 
row) for unadapted and fine-level adapted grids. 
 
 
Figure 4.25  Centerline axial velocity contour (in m/s) showing separation after a cooling 
injector in first array (top row) and after an injector in the second array (bottom row) for 
unadapted and fine-level adapted grids. 
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Additionally, to analyze the impact of grid adaption on prediction of wall 
temperature, it is necessary to look at the wall temperature contours and centerline wall 
temperatures in Figure 4.26. From the wall temperature contours, minimal change can be 
seen between the 29.9 million cell grid and the refined fluid grid levels. This lack in 
change is further shown in the centerline wall temperature plot, with the notable 
exception of slight differences between both refined fluid grids and the baseline CHT 
grid just after the first and second arrays. For the refined grids, considerably higher 
temperatures are shown just after the first two arrays, further indicating the exacerbated 
jet separation of the cooling film layer caused by grid adaption. 
 
Figure 4.26  Fluid grid independence study wall temperature contours in Kelvin (left) and 
centerline wall temperatures (right) for SP23 BR2. 
 
4.1.5. DDES Results 
The next investigation utilized DDES in an attempt to reproduce large transient 
vortices more accurately in the nozzle crossflow shear layers and larger separated regions 
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in the mixing layer at the end of the plate. First comparing the streamwise centerline 
mean temperature profiles in Figure 4.27, little difference can be seen between the steady 
RANS and DDES simulations. One exception to this observation is the overprediction the 
lower temperatures in the near-wall region of the film cooling layer that is exacerbated 
further downstream.  
It is unlikely with the coarseness of the 29.9 million cell grid used, that this near-
wall region is resolving turbulence using LES, but rather modeling with the k-ω SST 
RANS turbulence model. Thus, the switching between RANS and LES in DDES is likely 
not the direct culprit for this phenomenon; rather it is more likely caused by the slightly 
higher mass flow rate through the cooling holes or data not being averaged across enough 
plate times. The mass flow rate for the DDES case was roughly 0.72% higher than the 
0.0249 kg/s from experiment, compared to the 29.9 million cell steady RANS simulation 
that only exceeded the desired mass flow rate by 0.10%. 
 
Figure 4.27  DDES streamwise centerline mean temperature profiles for SP23 BR2. 
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Analyzing the mean velocity profiles in Figure 4.28, a further lack of noticeable 
difference between steady RANS and DDES simulations can be seen. The only 
noticeable difference with DDES is in the furthest downstream profile where slight 
improvements to mean velocity prediction accuracy can be seen in the jet core and upper 
shear layer. This streamwise location is consistent with the largest turbulence in the 
region of interest above the plate, so it is understandable why DDES improves prediction 
in this streamwise location over the upstream locations. Because of this lack of change in 
the upstream locations, it can be first conjectured that the grid resolution was too low in 
most of the region above the plate to resolve any turbulence of significance to the 
velocity profiles. This hypothesis if further demonstrated looking at the unsteady 
statistics for the temperature and velocity profiles. 
 
Figure 4.28  DDES streamwise centerline mean velocity profiles for SP23 BR2. 
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From the near-wall rms temperature and velocity profiles in Figure 4.29 and 
Figure 4.30, respectively, vast underprediction of unsteadiness can be seen. This is 
indicative of a lack change from RANS in the regions upstream and closer to the plate to 
LES in regions of growing turbulence length scales further downstream and further from 
the plate. Looking at the upstream profiles in particular, minimal unsteadiness is shown 
as the majority of this near-wall regions is being modelled in RANS. Further downstream 
we see the unsteadiness growing and more accurately representing experiment, 
specifically at the X = 270.3mm streamwise location. However, even towards the end of 
the plate where the boundary layer and film cooling layer are the largest, majority of this 
region is still modelled using RANS.  
 
Figure 4.29  DDES streamwise centerline rms temperature profiles for SP23 BR2. 
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Figure 4.30  DDES streamwise centerline rms velocity profiles for SP23 BR2. 
Furthermore, observing the instantaneous temperature contour along the 
centerline of the plate in Figure 4.31, the minimal resolving of large-scale turbulence 
using LES can be seen in the upper shear layer of the crossflow until mostly after half the 
plate length. Additionally, little to no resolving of turbulence can be seen in the film layer 
above the plate, even in the furthest downstream regions. Comparing the centerline mean 
temperature contour of DDES to the steady RANS solution, a good resemblance between 
the two solutions in the region above the plate can be seen. This resemblance indicates 
the minute improvement in predicted flow quantities and further reinforces the notion that 




Figure 4.31  Centerline DDES instantaneous temperature (a.), DDES mean temperature 
(b.), and RANS temperature (c.) contours for SP23 BR2 (in Kelvin). 
 
A final interesting observation from the DDES simulation focuses on the transient 
behavior of the flow in the shear layers above the sides of the plate. A previous 
observation for SP23 indicated asymmetric plate wall temperatures at BR1 and BR2. It 
was postulated that this asymmetry was likely caused by the asymmetric cooling injector 
pattern and emphasized by the uneven dissipation of large vortices in the shear layer 
above the sides of the plate. From the top-down instantaneous temperature contour on the 
x-z plane just 0.75mm above the plate in Figure 4.32, the presence of these large vortices 
along the sides of the plate. These vortices can be seen carrying hotter air from the nozzle 
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crossflow that is mixed with both cooler ambient air and film cooling layer.  
 
Figure 4.32  DDES top-down instantaneous temperature contour (in Kelvin) depicting 
high temperature vortices in shear layers on the x-z plane 0.75mm above plate surface for 
SP23 BR2. 
 
Unfortunately, due to the under-resolving of the computational mesh, LES was 
not capable of accurately resolving these vortices, resulting in RANS underpredicting the 
mixing and overall cooling of these large vortices along the duration of the plate. Thus, 
the wall temperature along the sides of the plate remain relatively unchanged from the 
steady-state solution, as shown in Figure 4.33. It is possible that with a higher resolution 
grid, the LES portion of DDES could be used to fully resolve this large-scale turbulence 
resulting in more accurate mixing of the hot crossflow with the cooler surrounding air. 





Figure 4.33  Comparison of steady RANS and DDES with experimental wall temperature 
contours in Kelvin for SP23 BR2. 
   
4.2. Set Point 49 
Following the SP23 studies, a similar baseline CHT analysis was performed SP49 
at a blowing ratio of 1. As discussed in Section 2.1.1.1, this set point includes the highest 
Mach numbers and nozzle crossflow temperatures tested in THX 4, which more 
realistically represent actual flow conditions in gas turbine applications. Beginning with 
an inspection of the streamwise centerline temperature profiles (Figure 4.34), decent 
matching with experiment is shown in the upper thermal boundary layer for the first 3 
streamwise locations. For the last streamwise location, the size of the thermal boundary 
layer is drastically underpredicted. Matching this underprediction with the slightly lower 
predicted temperatures closer to the surface as seen in all streamwise rake locations, 
considerable difference in the thermal profile is noticeable. This lower predicted 




Figure 4.34  Streamwise centerline temperature profiles for SP49 BR1. 
Transitioning to analysis of the streamwise centerline velocity profiles (Figure 
4.35), good matching can also be seen for the first 3 upstream profile locations. Although, 
the axial velocity in the near wall region closer to the plate is slightly overpredicted, 
revealing the same forementioned underprediction of mixing in the boundary layer as for 
SP23. Also similar to SP23, a decay in axial velocity prediction accuracy at the top free 
shear layer is experienced further downstream for SP49. Additionally, the axial velocity 
in the core of the jet crossflow is slightly overpredicted at the furthest downstream 
location. It should be noted, the outlier velocity data in the near wall region for the last 
two streamwise locations is likely caused by issues with PIV rather than accurately 




Figure 4.35  Streamwise centerline axial velocity profiles for SP49 BR1. 
Looking closer at the plate surface temperature contours and centerline wall 
temperature plots in Figure 4.36, good matching with experiment is seen along the 
majority of the length of the plate. However, considerably higher temperatures are seen in 
the spanwise direction as shown by the plate contours. Additionally, higher plate 
temperatures are predicted before the first cooling hole, similar to what was seen in SP23. 
The elevated temperatures in the spanwise direction are likely caused by reduced lateral 
spreading resulting from a variety of possible sources such as the previously noted 
tendency for the k-ω SST turbulence model to underpredict lateral spreading.  
Another source of this elevated spanwise temperature may be the dissipation of 
the large transient vortices in the free shear layers surrounding the jet crossflow caused 
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by steady RANS simulations. These large vortices carry with them cooler air from the 
ambient surrounding air mixing with the heat jet crossflow, as seen in the DDES results 
in Sections 4.1.5. The dissipation of these transient vortices could result in a higher 
average temperature closer to the edges of the plate but does not explain the source(s) of 
the higher temperatures closer to the centerline. Another factor that may be causing these 
elevated temperatures, particularly after the first array, is the higher temperature towards 
the beginning of the plate. 
   
Figure 4.36  Wall temperature contours in Kelvin (left) and centerline wall temperatures 
and film effectiveness (right) for SP49 BR1. 
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 
5.1. Conclusion 
A multiphysics computational investigation utilizing conjugate heat transfer was 
performed for the square nozzle, perforated plate geometry tested in the Turbulent Heat 
Flux 4 experimental efforts. The accuracy of predicted plate wall temperatures for both 
subsonic and transonic set points (set points 23 and 49, respectively) were significantly 
improved using conjugate heat transfer over standard adiabatic wall boundary conditions. 
However, the predicted wall temperatures remained consistently higher those measured 
in experiment for all simulated set points and blowing ratios with the greatest difference 
at the outlet of the nozzle and diminishing difference along the length of the plate.  
Additionally, a fluid grid independence study was performed using temperature 
gradient curvature-based adaption in an attempt to minimize numerical error in local 
regions of high gradients. It was found that adaption of cells near the cooling holes 
induced non-physical separation and reduced prediction accuracy. Moreover, a solid grid 
and solid boundary condition independence study was performed where solution 
independence was achieved for a 7.4 million cell solid grid. 
Furthermore, it was found that both adiabatic and conjugate heat transfer 
simulations predicted centerline temperature and velocity profiles in the boundary and 
shear layers along the length of the plate well overall. However, a loss in prediction 
accuracy was experienced further downstream on the plate where both the boundary and 
shear layers grew large. Consequently, an effort to improve centerline temperature and 
velocity predictions using DDES was undertaken but failed to significantly improve 
predictions due to an under-resolved grid. Overall, RANS simulations replicated 
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experimentally recorded values well for a wide range of flow conditions with conjugate 
heat transfer providing significant improvements wall temperature and film effectiveness 
predictions. 
5.2. Recommendations for Future Work 
From the findings and conclusions in this work, three areas with opportunity for 
improving prediction accuracy and reliability of CFD approaches in heat transfer are 
identified. These areas include supplementary multiphysics modeling, improved grid 
adaptation approaches, and higher resolution DDES simulations. Although significant 
improvements using multiphysics modeling were found in this work, a few additional 
steps that could be taken include modelling radiation heat transfer and contact resistances 
between geometries in thermal contact. Modelling radiation may offer the opportunity to 
further close the gap between the overpredicted plate wall temperatures from CFD and 
IR-measured experimental wall temperatures, by increased heat transfer from the solid to 
the environment. As discussed in Section 4.1, including a thermal contact resistance 
between the nozzle and plate-plenum solids to be more representative of the actual 
experimental geometry, may reduce the plate temperatures at the outlet of the nozzle. 
In regard to improved grid adaption approaches, more intricate methods of 
adaption could be used to better target numerical error than the static gradient-based 
approach used in this paper. A dynamic adaption or adjoint-based method like the one 
from Venditti and Darmofal (2002) could more efficiently improve adaption and possibly 
avoid the exacerbated cooling jet separation seen in this work. Additionally, field 
variables other than static temperature, such as axial velocity, could be used as the target 
parameter for grid adaptation.  
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Finally, more resolved grids, like those generated for the PAW 5 workshop could 
be used to better incorporate hybrid RANS-LES techniques, like DDES, to resolve large-
scale turbulence. This work was limited by computational resources and available time; 
however, the medium (56.4 million cells), fine (149.7 million cells), and extra-fine (413.3 
million cells) resolution fluid-only grids developed by Pointwise for PAW 5 could 
possibly resolve more turbulence. The work from Pesich et al. (2021) already 
demonstrated the possibility for improved accuracy with DDES using higher resolution 
grids for SP23 BR1; however, it would be interesting to see DDES used in the transonic 
flow regime for SP49 BR1 where a large boundary layer similar to SP23 BR1 was also 
present. Finally, a time-step and time-averaging duration independence study could be 
performed to determine the necessary time specifications to most accurately capture flow 
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